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NATIONAL SECRETARIAT  Iva Bedenko, architect, City of Zagreb, City bureau of strategic planning and development of the city, Secretary

MEMBERSHIP OF THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE

President  Helena KnificSchaps, architect, ARH projekt office, Zagreb
Members  Bojan Bilic, architect, Plan21 office, Rijeka
          Mirko Buvinic, architect, x3m office, Zagreb
          Iva Letilovic, architect, AB Forum, Zadar
          Bojan Linardic, architect, City of Zagreb, City bureau of strategic planning and development of the city, Zagreb
          Irena Matkovic, architect and city planner, Croatian institute for spatial development, Zagreb
          Ljubomir Miscetic, architect, Zagreb School of Architecture
          Luka Korlaet, architect, Zagreb School of Architecture
          Vinko Penezic, architect, Penezic & Rogina architects office, Zagreb
          Goran Rako, architect, Zagreb School of Architecture
          Milana Vukovic Runjic, author and publisher at Vukovic-Runjic, Zagreb

Supervising Committee
Borislav Doklestein, architect, Zagreb
Maja Furlan-Zimmerman, architect, x3m office, Zagreb
Zdravko Mahmet, architect, Zagreb

Member of the European Council
Helena KnificSchaps, architect, President of Europan Hrvatska

SITES AND PRIZES AVAILABLE
2 sites: Karlovac, Nin
4 prizes: 2 winners and 2 runners-up
special mentions to be awarded depending on the jury and the quality of entries
PUBLICITY FOR THE EUROPAN 15 COMPETITION
National Europan website, websites and mailing lists of Croatian Chamber of Architects, Zagreb Architects' society and Croatian union of architects, in daily newspapers and Public Procurement Gazette.

LEGAL PROVISIONS FOR FOREIGN ARCHITECTS
European union's principle on the free movement of persons implies that member states' citizens' can work in other member states, as well as in Norway, Iceland and Lichtenstein and in certain cases Switzerland, without having to obtain a working permit.
Following the reciprocity principle, citizens of the member states that stipulate limited employment rights for Croatian citizens in the interim period can't get employment in Croatia without a special permit.

PUBLICATIONS FOR THE EUROPAN COMPETITIONS
Results
Architecture journal Man and space (Covjek i prostor), Arhitektura, brochures (E10, E11, E13 and E14)
Results brochure, Europan Hrvatska website

Implementations
E13 in progress

IMPLEMENTATIONS
Europan 5
Vukovar – Implementation procedure was begun, the winning team signed the contract, but further activities have been cancelled.

Europan 7
Rijeka – Implementation by the winning project in form of the Detailed Plan, still in procedure.

Europan 8
The implementation phase started in 2011. The winning design was adapted to the needs of the developers. The project did not reach the construction phase.

Europan 9
No implementation to this day.

Europan 10
No implementation to this day.

Europan 11
Dubrovnik – After the competition, the winning team are in contact with the city government; a workshop was organized to analyse the entries and the programme. For now, no follow-up activities are planned.

Europan 13
Zagreb – The City of Zagreb has organized a workshop with the winning teams and jury members, outlining the upcoming steps in the implementation process. In 2018 the winning team signed a contract with the City of Zagreb, to adapt the competition design to new circumstances, and the implementation is planned for 2019.

Europan 14
No implementation to this day.